The Cornell Council for the Arts (CCA) – composed of representation from 12 university departments/units affiliated with the arts at Cornell University – supports the production of art, interdisciplinary creativity, and the synthesis between the university, Ithaca, and global locations. CCA is an advocate for collaborative and experimental artistic forms that require special sponsorship and resources.

CCA Artist Project Grants [supporting the production of art since 1965]
CCA Artist Individual Grants [supporting the production of art since 1965]
CCA XDesignGroup [supporting industrial design research since 2006]
CCA Installations [supporting public art installation since 2006]
CCA Undergraduate Artist Awards [honoring outstanding student artists since 1997]
CCA Cornell Eissner Alumni Artist of the Year Award: Junot Diaz ’95 [2008/09]
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CCA interactive ➔ www.arts.cornell.edu/cca